
 Please note: This is a compilation of best practices; some of these may not be appropriate for all projects.  
Please leverage these suggestions as appropriate for your specific project.

Develop the Narrative

Create a Compelling Visual

Align on Delivery

Finalize Your Presentation

Align with the client on the overall objective

Understand the audience

Think through the narrative before moving to slides. Consider starting with one of the following techniques:

• Develop the slide headers               • Develop the narrative via speaker notes 

Leverage the “slide sorter” mode to think through the overall flow 

Each slide should have one main idea that connects to the overarching narrative

End with a call-to-action that addresses the unmet need (or “conflict”) detailed in your story

Developing Graphics
Ensure that the designer understands the objective,  
story, and overall flow of the presentation

Use slide masters to ensure consistency in formatting  
(title placement, font type, font size, colors, etc.) 
Understand how the deck will be presented  
(iPad, conference screen, stage, etc.) to inform  
design elements and ensure text/graphics are  
appropriately sized

Animation and Linking
Consider animations to build on information for maximum effect

Consider links/pop-ups to expand on information without 
adding additional text to the slide itself

•  Ensure that all linked slides have back buttons to facilitate 
deck manipulation during the presentation

•  Align with your client on functionality prior to presentation

Speaker Notes
Work with your client to understand the presenter and the intended tone of the presentation

Understand your client’s guidelines around speaker notes

•  Check whether the speaker notes should elaborate on the slide content, or if they should just phrase the slide content  
in sentence form. Also check whether your client will require an implementation guide 

Consider a “train the trainer” session

If using information from multiple presentations, be sure to review speaker notes and delete old or irrelevant speaker  
notes before circulating

Read titles out loud to ensure the story flow makes sense

 Present to someone who’s not close to the deck to 
ensure that the story and graphics make sense

Ensure that the deck has been formatted properly and proofread  

Ensure that all content is properly referenced and annotated 

Best Practices for Creating a  
Compelling PowerPoint Presentation



Optimized Slide

1

Even With Treatment, Control Is Not Achieved for Many

Brodie MJ, Barry SJ, Bamagous GA, Norrie JD, Kwan P. Patterns of treatment response in newly diagnosed epilepsy. Neurology. 2012;78(20):1548-1554.

This data is based on a long-term prospective study that examined treatment response 
rates in 1098 newly diagnosed patients with epilepsy who began AED monotherapy

Seizure-free patients had no seizures for 1 year or more

Percent of seizure free patients by 
number of AED regimens tried

Percent of patients 
achieving seizure freedom

32%
remain 

uncontrolled

68%
achieve seizure 

freedom on 
AEDs 

72%
Initial monotherapy

19%
Second regimen

5%
Third regimen

3%
Four+ regimens

  
Declarative headline

Data displayed visually

2

% of Patients Achieving Seizure Freedom

Brodie MJ, Barry SJ, Bamagous GA, Norrie JD, Kwan P. Patterns of treatment response in newly diagnosed epilepsy. Neurology. 2012;78(20):1548-1554.

Seizure-free patients had no seizures for 1 year or more

initial monotherapy
second regimen
third regimens
four+ regimens

Percent of siezure free patients

• A total of 1,098 patients newly diagnosed with epilepsy between 1982 and 2006 were included in this analysis and 
followed prospectively until 2008 or until death to assess their probability of achieving seizure freedom on various 
AED regimens

• Outcomes were categorized into 4 patterns: early and sustained seizure freedom; delayed but sustained seizure 
freedom; fluctuation between periods of seizure freedom and relapse; and seizure freedom never attained

• Probability of seizure freedom with successive drug regimens was compared. Seizure freedom was defined as no 
seizures for ≥1 year

The data shown here is based on a long-term prospective study that examined treatment 
response rates in 1098 newly diagnosed patients with epilepsy who began AED monotherapy

68% of patients 
achieve seizure 
freedom on 
AEDs

Headline isn’t  
declarative

A good slide can be transformed into a great slide with a few tweaks utilizing TKG’s Quick Tips.  
Below you’ll find an example showing how to optimize. 

Too much text;  
difficult to read

Data not displayed  
visually; icon not needed

Typo

Overall the slide is  
cluttered and uses a  

variety of different fonts.  
The slide is wordy and 

doesn’t have a  
main focus.

This slide has been  
optimized to limit  
text and reduce  

unnecessary graphics.  
It has also been  

formatted to  
use consistent  

fonts/colors and has  
been proofread.

Inconsistent color scheme

Original Slide

Quick Tips for Creating  
a Compelling Slide


